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Selected Clients: Center of Excellence:

Services: 
● Data & AI strategic advisory
● End to end custom solutioning
● Data platforms design & build up
● Data & ML Operations

Key facts:
● Established in 2017 
● 100+ employees and growing 
● 5 locations: Zürich | Lausanne | Bern | Krakow | Wroclaw 
● 120+ data & AI projects completed

Our mission as Unit8:
Turning data into value
Unit8 is a leading Swiss data & analytics services 
company with a mission to help non-digital native 
companies transform data into value with a mix of 
data science, analytics and AI.

We are a “one stop shop” for solving data-related 
business problems using data & analytics, AI and 
custom software engineering.
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The widespread use of AI systems can lead to unintended, 
negative consequences and biases seen as unfair
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https://www.extremetech.com/extreme/329476-predictive-policing-software-shown-to-entrench-bias-not-address-it
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FairnessCompliance Transparency Security & 
robustness

Pillars of AI governance which are relevant for 
building “Trustworthy AI”

AccountabilityCompetency

To mitigate AI-related risks (and also drive business value), 
companies have started voluntary governance programs



FairnessCompliance Transparency Security & 
robustness

● build up Centres of Excellence or similar units dedicated to the management of AI systems

● develop binding standards and policies which govern the development and use of AI systems

● register, classify and monitor all AI systems in use by an organisation

To better “manage” and govern AI, companies have started to …

Competency Accountability

To mitigate AI-related risks (and also drive business value), 
companies have started voluntary governance programs

Pillars of AI governance which are relevant for 
building “Trustworthy AI”



Whilst current AI governance is often still voluntary, the near 
future will see increasingly mandatory legal requirements

20202019

White Paper: 
Recommendations 
for an AI Strategy 
in Switzerland

White Paper: On AI – 
A European 
approach to 
excellence and trust

Proposal by the European 
Commission to lay down 
harmonised rules on 
Artificial Intelligence 

China: draft guidelines 
on algorithmic 
recommender systems

Singapore MAS 
Veritas Phase 1

Singapore MAS Veritas 
Phase 2
FEAT whitepapers

US National Artificial 
Intelligence Initiative Act 
promulgated

Italy: Draft for 
National Strategy 
on AI

Norway: The 
National 
Strategy for AI

Strategy for the 
Development of 
AI in the Republic 
of Serbia

Hong Kong HKMA 
High-level AI 
Principles

AI Mission Austria 
2030

China sets out 
enforcement plan for 
new rules on 
recommendation 
algorithms

Office of Science and 
Technology Policy ends 
public consultation on 
uses of biometric 
technologies

2021

UK: Establishment of 
“AI Standards Hub” as 
part of National AI 
Strategy

2022 2023+

Sept 1 2023: Revised Swiss 
Federal Data Protection 
Act entering into force

“Artificial Intelligence Act” 
will enter into force in the 
coming years (date of 
enactment still unknown)



● The regulation applies to providers of AI systems put into service in the EU or AI systems whose output is used in the EU

● Non-compliance can be fined with up to 6% of global annual turnover or EUR 30m (whichever is higher)

Risk category Example use cases Legal requirements for AI system owner

Limited risk
● AI Chatbots
● Systems manipulating image, 

audio or video content

● transparency obligations apply to inform the user on the use of 
AI systems

Unacceptable 
risk

● Government ‘Social scoring’ 
● Live identification based on 

biometrics

● use of systems which fall into this category is prohibited (very 
narrow exceptions apply)

Minimal risk ● Spam filter
● Inventory management systems ● no additional legal requirements apply

High risk
● CV-sorting
● Credit scoring
● Safety components of products

● complex legal requirements for the use of such systems apply
(e.g. risk assessment, high data quality, activity logging, 
documentation, transparency, robustness)

The proposal by the European Commission foresees 4 risk 
categories of AI systems based on the application
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The main criticisms concern ambiguous terminology and 
risk assessment, potentially hindering AI development

EU AI ACT
(AIA)

Negative public perception: The EU AI Act focuses on risks of AI and how to regulate them 
rather than emphasizing the potential of AI

Scope of AI definition:  Current definition in Annex I goes beyond approaches commonly 
considered intelligent including “Statistical approaches, Bayesian estimation, search and 
optimization methods”

Ambiguous risk categorization:  Classification characteristics are ambiguous (especially 
the “high risk” category) and applied differently depending on public or private sector

Questionable treatment of open-source GPAI: The latest compromise draft (May 13th) 
specifically addresses general-purpose AI (GPAI), indicating that the mere development of 
such models might be regulated - a shift from a prior application-based categorization



Develop capabilities in-house and 
build partnerships for additional 

external  expertise

Continue monitoring the EU AI Act 
legislative process

Perform status quo assessment to 
identify current & planned AI systems 

and the implied risk categorization

Establish a central AI governance body to 
monitor & quality control all AI systems 

in use and mitigate identified risks

Bringing it all together - How to prepare 
for the upcoming challenges?
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Thank you - let’s have 
a short discussion!
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